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Abstract

Personality and preferences are essential vari-001
ables in computational sociology and social sci-002
ence. They describe differences between peo-003
ple at both individual and group levels. In re-004
cent years, automated approaches to detect per-005
sonality traits have received much attention due006
to the massive availability of individuals’ dig-007
ital footprints. Furthermore, researchers have008
demonstrated a strong link between personality009
traits and various downstream tasks such as per-010
sonalized filtering, profile categorization, and011
profile embedding. Therefore, the detection012
of individuals’ personality traits has become a013
critical process for improving the performance014
of different tasks. In this paper, we build on the015
importance of the individual personality and016
propose a novel multitask modeling approach017
that understands and models the user person-018
ality based on its textual posts and comments019
within a multimedia framework. Experiments020
and results demonstrate that our model outper-021
forms state-of-the-art performances across mul-022
tiple famous personality datasets.023

1 Introduction024

Personality traits highlight the difference among025

the various individuals’ characteristic patterns such026

as feeling, thinking, and behaving. Understanding027

people’s core personality traits and knowing what028

people are good at can be very important in a wide029

variety of situations. It could ameliorate its social030

relationships, personal development, thinking pat-031

terns, and daily interaction capabilities. People032

are now very familiar with personality test systems033

such as the MBTI (Myers Briggs Type Indicator),034

16 personalities, Big5 (Big five-factor model), and035

other tests. MBTI Isabel Briggs Myers and Ham-036

mer (1987) and Big5 Goldberg (1993) are the most037

well-known personality test systems. Both are used038

within a large scale of companies and therapy intu-039

itions.040

The MBTI system categorizes a person into 16041

different categories using four main factors (Intro- 042

verted, Intuitive, Thinking, and Perceiving). In 043

this system, a user can only belong to one cate- 044

gory. The Five-Factor (Big5) model measures five 045

key dimensions of people’s personalities. It mea- 046

sures its openness’ OPN,’ its Conscientiousness’ 047

CON,’ its extraversion’ EXT,’ its agreeableness’ 048

AGR,’ and its neuroticism’ NEU.’ In this personal- 049

ity system, a person belongs to all five categories 050

to a certain degree, unlike the MBTI test, where a 051

person can only be one of 16 categories. Recent 052

research demonstrates that people prefer express- 053

ing their emotions, thoughts, and complaints on 054

social media platforms such as Twitter, Instagram, 055

Facebook, among other ones Yosephine Susanto 056

and Cambria. (2020). Therefore, in modern times, 057

there is a massive interest in designing automatic 058

learning models that benefit from human digital 059

footprints for different end-goals (example: online 060

posts personality detection). 061

Recent works demonstrate that social media indi- 062

vidual digital footprints are very effective for mea- 063

suring personality traits Wu Youyou and Stillwell 064

(2015). Despite the serious privacy concerns for 065

individuals Sandra C Matz and Kosinski (2020), 066

this challenging task has gained significant interest 067

from psycholinguistics and natural language pro- 068

cessing researchers due to its extensive downstream 069

applications such as profile categorization and psy- 070

chological treatment. Significant strides in machine 071

learning and deep learning-based personality detec- 072

tion research have taken place in the past few years 073

Yash Mehta and Eetemadi (2020), Wu Youyou and 074

Stillwell (2015), Li et al. (2021), Tao Yang (2021). 075

Moreover, other psychological research highlights 076

the correlation and the dependency between pair 077

personality test systems Furnham (1996). However, 078

all existing automated approaches focus heavily 079

on personality test systems independently, whether 080

modeling the MBTI or the Big5 system. 081

Motivated by the above discussions, we propose 082
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the first automated multi-personality test systems083

modeling approach. We propose a novel multi-084

task personality prediction model named AWS-EP085

(All Weight Shared Electra for Personality predic-086

tion) 3.1. Our proposed model consists of an MLP087

(Multi-Layer Perceptron) architecture with two pre-088

diction heads (classification and regression), built089

on top of a fine-tuned Electra transformer model090

(see section A.1), to model both MBTI and Big5091

personality test systems at the same time. We092

choose to use the Electra model because most re-093

cent published papers use Bert as their primary094

model to predict personality traits. No one has in-095

vestigated the use of the Electra model to predict096

individuals’ personality traits. Therefore, this pa-097

per aims to explore the benefits of using Electra098

instead of Bert for the personality trait prediction099

task by comparing its performance with existing100

state-of-the-art baselines on different datasets.101

Moreover, we propose three other baselines, named102

OC-EP (Only Classification Electra for Personal-103

ity prediction) 3.1, OR-EP (Only Regression Elec-104

tra for Personality prediction)3.1, and EWS-EP105

(Electra Weights Shared for Personality prediction)106

3.1, to locally evaluate the AWS-EP model and107

measure its performance compared to local base-108

lines. Our proposed solution outperforms existing109

state-of-the-art models in different metrics. To the110

limit of our knowledge, this is the first automated111

personality detection approach that models indi-112

vidual personalities while considering more than113

one personality test system. Moreover, this is the114

first work that uses shared weights to predict both115

the categorical values for the MBTI system and116

the numerical values for the Big5 system at the117

same time. Also, it is the first work that tackles the118

Big5 personality trait prediction as a multi-label re-119

gression task. Experiments conducted on different120

benchmark datasets show that our AWS-EP model121

outperforms state-of-the-art models on different122

metrics.123

It is important to highlight that our contribution in124

this work is not creating a novel model architecture125

for the NLP (Natural Language Processing) field126

in general. Our contribution is the implementation127

of different existing NLP mechanisms (pre-trained128

models, multi-task learning, and weight sharing) to129

create a novel architecture for the personality trait130

prediction problem. Moreover, we aim to explore131

the Electra model performance on the personality132

trait detection task compared to the existing state-133

of-the-art models. 134

2 Related work 135

Detecting personality traits can be based on 136

various types of features, such as demographical 137

data (gender, age, followers, etc.), text data (social 138

media content, self-description, etc.) Different 139

research studies have demonstrated that users’ 140

online behavior is significantly related to their 141

personality Samuel D Gosling and Gaddis (2011), 142

David John Hughes et al. (2012). Many have 143

successfully applied different learning approaches 144

for a social media-generated content personality 145

trait detection Fabio Celli and Pianesi (2014). 146

Wu Youyou and Stillwell (2015), demonstrate that 147

the digital footprint-based analysis was better at 148

measuring personality traits than close relatives 149

or acquaintances (friends, family, colleagues, 150

etc.) Mayuri Pundlik Kalghatgi and Sidnal (2015) 151

detected the personality trait using an MLP 152

network employing statistical and manual-crafted 153

features. Despite the effectiveness of the manual- 154

crafted features, these types of features are very 155

time-consuming and computationally expensive. 156

That is why researchers have been exploring new 157

data types for personality trait detection. 158

Carducci et al. (2018) were the first to apply 159

textual data for personality detection. They used 160

an SVM (Support Vector Machine) model to do 161

the personality detection on top of textual features 162

instead of the statistical manual-crafted features. 163

Following this work and with the advancement of 164

deep learning approaches, Tommy Tandera (2017) 165

applied personality detection over the text data 166

using LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) and 167

CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) approaches. 168

Gjurković et al. (2021)used BERT (Bidirectional 169

Encoder Representations from Transformers) 170

Devlin et al. (2019) to set a benchmark for their 171

huge Pandora dataset Gjurković et al. (2021), 172

which include three different personality tests’, 173

OCEAN which refers to the Big-Five model 174

categories, MBTI, and Enneagram tests. The 175

authors of this paper developed six regression 176

models to predict age and Big5 traits and eight 177

classification models (The four MBTI features, 178

gender, region, and Enneagram features). 179

Experiments were done using traditional machine 180

learning approaches such as linear/logistic re- 181

gression and deep learning approaches such as 182

MLP. In each model, the comments were encoded 183
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using 1024-dimensional vectors derived using184

BERT, which produced a new benchmark for185

both regression and classification tasks for this186

dataset using macro F1- score and P-r-C (Pearson187

Correlation Coefficient) metrics.188

Following this work Yang et al. (2021), used both189

textual and questionnaire answer information to190

enhance the contextual representation to benefit191

the personality prediction task.192

Tao Yang (2021) combined graphical neural net-193

works with a BERT transformer embedding model194

to detect personality traits. Their experiments195

show that their model outperforms the existing196

state-of-art model by 3.47 and 2.10 points on197

the average F1-score. To further enhance the198

effectiveness of personality traits, prediction199

models Yang Li et al. proposed a new ’Multitask200

Learning for Emotion and Personality Detection’201

Li et al. (2021) model. They combined the202

Bert transformer model and a 3 CNN layers203

model, allowing information sharing between the204

different layers to predict user personality and205

emotion using two different datasets. They also206

demonstrated that their work surpasses different207

state-of-the-art models on different metrics such as208

accuracy, macro-precision, macro-recall, and the209

macro-F1 metric. The contribution of their work210

consists of the use of a classification multitask211

neural network to classify two different tasks212

(personality and emotion).213

214

Inspired by all the previous work and the sig-215

nificant performance improvements that the multi-216

task learning approach provides, we investigated217

the effect of using a multi-task MLP approach218

on top of a fine-tuned Electra transformer model219

Kevin Clark and Manning (2020), and compared220

its performance to the already exiting state-of-the-221

art baselines. We also investigate sharing weights222

between the MBTI and the Big5 personality tests.223

Furthermore, we looked at the similarity between224

these two personality tests.225

3 Description of Models226

Throughout this section, we define the different227

OC-EP (Only Classification Electra for Personality228

prediction), OR-EP (Only Regression Electra for229

Personality prediction), EWS-EP (Electra Weights230

Shared for Personality prediction), and AWS-EP231

(All Weights Shared Electra for Personality predic-232

tion) models architecture.233

The four architectures are built on top of the Elec- 234

tra transformer model. Therefore to understand the 235

proposed architectures, we need first to explain the 236

working mechanism of this model (see Appendix 237

section A.1 ). Using the pre-trained Electra masked 238

language modeling head, we aim to produce a more 239

contextual representation for each user textual sen- 240

tence to achieve a better text classification perfor- 241

mance. 242

3.1 Models architecture 243

We created four different baseline models to inves- 244

tigate the weight sharing performance for classifi- 245

cation and regression personality prediction tasks: 246

the OC-EP, OR-EP, EWS-EP, and AWS-EP models. 247

We were curious if the independent prediction mod- 248

els would perform better than the weight-shared 249

multi-task models. Figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 describe 250

the main architecture for each baseline. 251

• OC-EP: 252

Figure 1: Only Classification Electra for personality
prediction Architecture

This baseline is designed only for the classi- 253

fication task (predict the MBTI categories), 254

and it is independent of the regression task. 255
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The white boxes represent the different lay-256

ers in the OC-EP architecture. The output of257

the sigmoid layer defines the probabilities of258

each category in the MBTI system, where Cy1,259

Cy2, Cy3, and Cy4, define the introverted, in-260

tuitive, thinking, and perceiving MBTI axis.261

The reason behind using the sigmoid func-262

tion instead of the softmax function is that the263

softmax function is generally used when we264

have a multi-classification task (for example,265

from the five classes, we need to choose only 1266

class). However, in our work, we have a multi-267

label task (from 5 classes, we can choose 1,268

2,3, or even all five classes). This baseline is269

trained using the BCE (Binary Cross Entropy)270

loss function applied for each class (equation271

1).272

LOSSclass = − 1

NM

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

Cyij · log( ˆCyij)

+(1− Cyij) · (1− log( ˆCyij))

(1)

273

where N {1..n} defines the data size, M de-274

fines the different classes {1..4}, Cyij de-275

fines the ieth row and jeth class original value276

{0, 1}, and Ĉyij defines the ieth row and jeth277

class predicted value {0, 1}278

This model is trained under the objective279

of minimizing the LOSSclass (equation 2)280

where X defines the training data and θclass281

defines the OC-EP model learning parameters.282

283

minθclass

∑
x∈X

LOSSclass(x, θclass) (2)284

• OR-EP:285

This baseline is designed only for the regres-286

sion task (predict the Big5 categories). It is287

independent of the classification task. The out-288

put of the last linear layer defines the numer-289

ical values (from 0 to 100) of each factor in290

the Big5 system, where Ry1, Ry2, Ry3, Ry4,291

and Ry5 define the agreeableness, openness,292

conscientiousness, extraversion, neuroticism293

Big5 factors. This baseline is trained using294

the MSE (Mean Squared Error) loss function295

Figure 2: Only Regression Electra for Personality pre-
diction Architecture

for each category (equation 3). 296

LOSSreg =
1

NM

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

(Ryij − R̂yij)
2

(3) 297

where N {1..n} defines the data size, M de- 298

fines the different labels {1..5}, Ryij defines 299

the ieth row and jeth label original value 300

{0..100}, and R̂yij defines the ieth row and 301

jeth predicted value {0..100} 302

This model is trained under the objective of 303

minimizing the LOSSreg (equation 4) where 304

X defines the training data and θreg defines 305

the OR-EP model learning parameters. 306

minθreg

∑
x∈X

LOSSreg(x, θreg) (4) 307

• EWS-EP: 308

This model is designed to predict both classifi- 309

cation (MBTI) and regression (Big5) tasks by 310

sharing only the pre-trained Electra weights 311

h1. Regression and classification heads are 312

partially dependent as they share only the h1 313
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Figure 3: Electra Weights Shared for Personality predic-
tion Architecture

Electra pre-trained model weights. The white314

boxes represent the independent layers for315

each sub-architecture. The gray box repre-316

sents the shared layer ’weights’ between the317

classification MBTI sub-network and the re-318

gression Big5 sub-network. The output of the319

last linear layer defines the numerical values320

(from 0 to 100) of each Big5 system personal-321

ity factor ( Ry1, Ry2, Ry3, Ry4). The output322

of the last sigmoid layer defines the proba-323

bilities of each category in the MBTI system,324

where Cy1, Cy2, Cy3, and Cy4, define the325

four MBTI personality factors. This model is326

trained using a combination of the MSE and327

BCE loss functions.328

This model is trained to minimize both the329

LOSSclass and the LOSSreg (equation 5)330

where X defines the training data, θclass de-331

fines the classification sub-model learning pa-332

rameters, and θreg defines the regression sub-333

model learning parameters.334

335

minθclass,θreg

∑
x∈X

LOSSclass(x, θclass)+

LOSSreg(x, θreg)

(5)

336

• AWS-EP: 337

Figure 4: ALL Weights Shared Electra for Personality
prediction Architecture

Similar to the previous approach, this model is 338

designed to predict both classification (MBTI) 339

and regression (Big5) tasks. However, instead 340

of only sharing the Electra weights h1, this 341

approach shares all the network weights (the 342

pre-trained Electra weights h1 and the MLP 343

network weights h2, h3, and h4) between 344

the regression and classification heads. The 345

two prediction heads are strongly dependent 346

on each other as they both share the same 347

weights except for the last layer weights. The 348

white boxes represent the independent layers 349

for each sub-AWS-EP architecture. The gray 350

boxes represent the shared layers ’weights’ be- 351

tween the classification sub-network and the 352

regression sub-network. Similar to the previ- 353

ous EWS-EP, this model is trained using the 354

same loss function and configuration. The 355

only difference is that all the layers are shared 356

except for the last two heads. 357

This model is trained under the objective 358

of minimizing both the LOSSclass and the 359

LOSSreg (equation 6) where X defines the 360

training data and θclass,reg defines the model 361
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learning parameters. Unlike the previous362

model, which had two different model parame-363

ters, θreg and θclass in AWS-EP we have only364

one model’s parameters that combine both365

regression and classification weights.in AWS-366

EP, we have only one model’s parameters that367

combine regression and classification weights.368

Combining the two losses into one loss helps369

the model focus on both tasks during the train-370

ing phase.371

minθclass,reg

∑
x∈X

LOSSclass(x, θclass,reg)+

LOSSclass(x, θclass,reg)

(6)

372

All proposed baselines in section 3.1 are trained373

using the same hyper-parameters and share the374

same work pipeline. First, a sequence of words375

defined by a sentence start [CLS] and a sentence376

end [SEP] tokens is given as an input to the Electra377

base encoder (see the AWS-EP figure 3.1). The378

encoder will create a contextual vector represen-379

tation for the sequence of words h1. Then the380

contextual embedding is passed to the MLP net-381

work, where we have different linear layers and382

normalization approaches. The shared MLP linear383

layers weights (h2, h3, and h4) are used to learn384

the optimal weights that effectively predict both385

personality factor tests. The last layers (Big5 and386

MBTI layers) are used as prediction heads. Given387

the h4 vector representation, both MBTI and Big5388

linear layers try to predict the convenient values for389

each personality trait factor (example: [1,0,0,1] for390

the MBTI personality test and [87,4,12,92,60] for391

the Big5 personality test).392

4 Experiments and results393

Experiments and results are done using three dif-394

ferent datasets. To investigate the performance of395

our proposed models, we used the Pandora dataset.396

This dataset combines both Big5 and MBTI fea-397

tures. To evaluate the different model’s generaliza-398

tion performances, the MyPersonality Celli et al.399

(2013) and the MBTI datasets are used. The MyPer-400

sonality dataset is used for the Big5 features val-401

idation, and the Myers-Briggs Personality Type402

dataset is used to validate the MBTI features.403

4.1 Datasets 404

• Pandora dataset Gjurković et al. (2021) : 405

Pandora is the largest and the first dataset 406

in the research field that contains more than 407

17 million Reddit comments written by more 408

than 10k users annotated with both MBTI and 409

Big5 factors with users’ demographical fea- 410

tures (age, gender, and location). 1.6k users 411

are labeled with the Big5 personality model 412

with more than 3M comments. It also com- 413

prises 9k users’ annotations with the MBTI 414

personality traits. Due to its massive amount 415

of textual data, throughout this work, Pandora 416

is used as the main dataset to train our base- 417

line models. 418

It is important to highlight that Pandora is a 419

private dataset and the authors employ differ- 420

ent terms of use to protect the users within 421

this dataset Irina Masnikosa and Bakić (2020). 422

Some of the terms consist of not transferring 423

or reproducing any part of the dataset, attempt- 424

ing to identify any user in the dataset, contact- 425

ing any user in the dataset, displaying users’ 426

names and sensitive messages publicly, report- 427

ing findings publicly unless it is at an aggre- 428

gate level. The following two datasets are 429

used as unseen data to evaluate the generaliza- 430

tion of our proposed solutions. 431

• MyPersonality dataset Celli et al. (2013) : 432

This dataset was collected in 2013 by Celli et 433

al. It contains more than 250 different users 434

with 10000 labeled Facebook statuses in total 435

with the Big5 personality traits. It also com- 436

bines network properties such as network size, 437

density, transitivity, etc. 438

• MBTI Personality Type dataset J (2017) : 439

This data was collected using the Personality- 440

Cafe forum, as it displays a large selection of 441

people and their MBTI personality type and 442

what they have written. It contains more than 443

8k rows of data, where each row represents 444

a different person. For each person, we have 445

the last 50 texts they posted. 446

4.2 Training properties 447

The Pandora dataset is randomly partitioned into 448

three parts during the training phase: training, val- 449

idation, and test subsets. 20% of the data were 450

considered a test set, and 80% were considered a 451

training set. Then to create the validation data, we 452
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split the training set into two sub-parts. 20% were453

considered validation data, and the rest were kept to454

train the model, which is done using the scikit-learn455

library. The same data splitting process was done456

for all the different experiments using a seed value457

of zero. The sentence words were embedded into458

a 256-length token vector, using the pre-trained459

Electra-small model tokenizer from the pytorch460

hugging face framework. The pre-trained model461

was fine-tuned on the Pandora training sub-set, and462

all models (OC-EP, OR-EP, EWS-EP, AWS-EP)463

were trained for 10 epochs. We also compared the464

current validation results with the least validation465

loss for each epoch and stored the model that gave466

us the least generalization loss. In our experiments,467

we reported the performance of a single run (10468

epochs) for each model. The hyper-parameters we469

used during our experiments are defined in table 4470

in the appendix.471

Different experiments were done to investigate472

the different generalization performance of the pro-473

posed baselines (OC-EP, OR-EP, EWS-EP, AWS-474

EP), and their performance was compared with475

state-of-the-art models on different datasets. We476

used the google collaboratory pro version as our477

computing infrastructure (166.83 Gb hard drive ca-478

pacity, 25.46 GB memory capacity, and a 1 Tesla479

P100-PCIE GPU), which allows us to use a 20h480

window session of these computational resources.481

4.3 Training Results482

Training the four baselines using the same hyper-483

parameters led to different performance results on484

the training and the validation sets. Figure 6 in the485

appendix section A highlights the different training486

and validation performance for each baseline.487

Training results show that EWS-EP and AWS-488

EP models (Multi-task models) have the highest489

trusted results in terms of generalization perfor-490

mance for the MBTI and Big5 traits. We can see491

that both are trying to reduce at the same time492

the training and validation loss during each epoch.493

This highlights the importance and the good per-494

formance of the multi-task learning approach com-495

pared to the single-task learning approach results.496

We can see that the validation error is almost con-497

stant along the training epochs for the OC-EP. So498

during the learning phase, this model is trying to499

decrease the training loss while keeping the vali-500

dation loss almost the same. Therefore EWS-EP,501

and AWS-EP are better than the OC-EP on the502

classification generalization task. 503

4.4 Generalization Results 504

During the experiment phase, we were more cu- 505

rious about having effective results for predicting 506

the Big5 and MBTI personality traits and investi- 507

gating to which degree these two tests are similar. 508

We also were curious to know the effect of weight 509

sharing on the model predictions. Tables 1,2, and 510

3 highlight the generalization performance of the 511

OC-EP, OR- EP, EWS-EP, and AWS-EP models. 512

Table 1 highlights the performance of the proposed 513

baselines (OC-EP, OR-EP, EWS-EP, AWS-EP) on 514

the unseen Pandora test subset. The OC-EP model 515

provides good performance for accuracy and F1- 516

score metrics with 0.738 and 0.844, respectively. 517

Results show that the OR-EP model provides an 518

inferior performance in MSE, r2-score. By intro- 519

ducing a low level of weight sharing in the EWS-EP 520

baseline, both classification and regression results 521

improved. Moreover, allowing for more weight 522

sharing between the MBTI and Big5 prediction 523

tasks in the AWS-EP model significantly improved 524

regression and classification results. It is also clear 525

that the regression head is the one that benefits the 526

most from the weight sharing with a more than 527

100% increase in terms of the Pearson r correlation 528

metric compared to the OR-EP model. We also 529

report a five-fold decrease in MSE compared to the 530

OR-EP model. 531

The experiments demonstrate that the more we al- 532

low the Big5 prediction head to know and share 533

weights with the MBTI model, the better results the 534

head provides. This demonstrates the high correla- 535

tion between the Big5 and MBTI personality test 536

systems. The results provided in table 1 show that 537

the most effective model from the 4 baselines is 538

the AWS-EP model. For this reason, we aim to in- 539

vestigate the performance of this model further and 540

evaluate its generalization performance. Tables 2 541

provide more details for the AWS-EP model perfor- 542

mance for each trait factor compared to the Pandora 543

baseline Gjurković et al. (2021) and PQ-Net Yang 544

et al. (2021) baselines. 545

Our AWS-EP model outperformed the state-of- 546

the-art benchmark of the Pandora paper for both 547

MBTI and Big5 prediction tasks. For the MBTI 548

classification task, we achieved a 0.1461 F1-score 549

increase for the Introverted factor compared to the 550

PQ-Net baseline. Also, we achieved a 0.278 in- 551

crease for the Intuitive factor, a 0.0882 increase 552
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Classification Regression
Models Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score MSE R2_score P_r_C
OC-EP 0.738 0.738 1.0 0.844 - - -
OR-EP - - - - 2910.39 -2.82 0.32
EWS-EP 0.739 0.739 1.0 0.845 839.03 0.05 0.47
AWS-EP 0.788 0.792 0.94 0.860 564.12 0.35 0.66

Table 1: The baselines performance on different metrics

Classification performance
Pandora PQ-Net AWS-EP (Ours)

MBTI factors f1 f1 accuracy precision recall f1
Introverted 0.654 0.6894 0.7583 0.7629 0.9233 0.8355
Intuitive 0.606 0.6765 0.9131 0.9131 1.0 0.9545
Thinking 0.739 0.7912 0.7889 0.7939 0.9797 0.8771
Preceiving 0.642 0.6957 0.6916 0.7014 0.8625 0.7736
Average 0.6602 0.7132 0.7880 0.7928 0.9414 0.8602

Regression performance
Metric Pandora AWS-EP
P-r-C metric 0.2629 0.66

Table 2: The AWS-EP detailed performance compared to the Pandora paper and the PQ-Net state-of-the-art models
on the Pandora benchmark dataset

for the Thinking factor, and a 0.0847 increase for553

the Perceiving factor. Overall, we achieved a 0.147554

F1 score average increase for all the MBTI factors555

compared to the PQ-Net state-of-the-art model. For556

the Big5 classification task, we achieved a 0.3971557

increase in the Pearson correlation metric. Table558

2 show that our AWS-EP model outperforms the559

state-of-the-art models on the Pandora benchmark560

dataset.561

Despite the promising performance of our AWS-562

EP model on the Pandora dataset, we were curious563

to measure its generalization performance using564

different unseen perosnality datasets. The datasets565

we use in this experiment are the MBTI personality566

dataset from Kaggle J (2017), and the MyPerson-567

ality dataset Celli et al. (2013). Table 3 demon-568

strates the generalization performance of the AWS-569

EP model on different datasets that it has not been570

trained on.571

As shown in table 3, the AWS-EP model performs572

exceptionally well on different unseen data. Al-573

though it was only trained on the Pandora dataset,574

this model outperforms state-of-the-art MBTI Kag-575

gle datasets baselines. Without any tuning, our576

model outperformed state-of-the-art models on dif-577

ferent datasets.578

Moreover, this model also provides good Pearson r579

MBTI Kaggle MyPersonality
Metric F1 accuracy P_r_C
TrigNet 0.7086 - -
PQ-Net 0.7132 - -
BERT - 0.7210 -
AWS-EP (Ours) 0.8276 0.487 0.6624

Table 3: AWS-EP generalization performance on differ-
ent unseen datasets

correlation (P-r-c) results for predicting the regres- 580

sion Big5 trait values on the unseen MyPersonality 581

dataset with a 0.66 correlation value. However, 582

for the Big5 classification task, our model pro- 583

vides a very poor performance compared to the 584

state-of-the-art baseline on the same dataset. While 585

The MyPersonality dataset baseline is a multi-label 586

classification model, and it is trained to classify 587

the Big5 traits categories, our Bi5 sub-model is 588

a regression model. Hence, we cannot compare 589

both model results because they operate on two 590

different tasks. However, despite the good results 591

of our AWS-EP model on the regression task, we 592

were curious to know its performance on the clas- 593

sification task as zero-shot learning. To evaluate 594

its Big5 classification performance, we took the 595

predicted regression values and transformed them 596
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into classification values (0 or 1) by applying a597

50% threshold. This transformation did not surpass598

the MyPersonality state-of-the-art baseline trained599

on a classification objective. However, as a zero-600

shot prediction, the AWS-EP results are promising.601

Also, this highlights the need to add a new Big5602

classification head to the AWS-EP model.603

5 Ethical impact of our work604

Despite the vast benefits of knowing the user’s per-605

sonality on his/her daily life services, having the606

individual personality traits without his/her permis-607

sion or explicitly indicating his/her personality to608

us can be unacceptable. We believe that attempt-609

ing to detect the individual personality can be a610

personality intrusion. Knowing the individual’s611

personality can help us know his/her preference,612

his/her behavior and his/her social relationship with613

others, etc. If the user did not consent to us know-614

ing all stated information, then knowing them is615

simply a privacy intrusion. Moreover, acquiring616

such information about the users can lead to mental617

and physical harm. Knowing what the user likes or618

dislikes can easily affect him/her and can be detri-619

mental either mentally or physically (for example,620

manipulating the user to do something dangerous).621

These are the main reasons why the Pandora dataset622

(Gjurković et al. (2021)) is not a public dataset, and623

to use it, you need to submit a request explaining624

why you are seeking the use of this dataset. Also,625

the authors of this dataset employ rigorous terms626

of use (Irina Masnikosa and Bakić (2020)) to pro-627

tect the users within the dataset. For example, one628

cannot transfer or reproduce any part of the dataset629

and attempt to identify or contact any user in the630

dataset. One cannot publicly display users’ names631

and sensitive information and messages. Also, one632

can report findings publicly only on an aggregate633

level. We believe that the user has the right to keep634

his/her personality private. Whether personality635

is consciously or unconsciously revealed in any636

way, it is the other person’s responsibility to act637

diligently and protect the shared information to pre-638

vent from putting anybody in harm’s way. There-639

fore, our work does not expose any users’ private640

information, and we do not take users’ unique iden-641

tifiers or demographic information to predict their642

personalities. Our predictive model only focuses on643

the posted users’ social media textual contents. In644

other words, we do not focus on " who" posted the645

content but rather on the content itself. Using only646

the textual content to predict the individual’s per- 647

sonality helps us effectively reduce privacy intru- 648

sion risks. Our work is extremely valuable and can 649

improve many service providers. Only using the 650

content of the users’ posted texts without employ- 651

ing specific users’ information helped us reduce 652

the privacy intrusion issues. However, we think 653

that our model is limited in providing compelling 654

encrypted personality predictions. For now, our 655

model only predicts the personality traits in their 656

original forms. However, it would be more secure 657

in predicting them in an encrypted way. Therefore, 658

we aim to enhance the capability of our model by 659

introducing an encryption mechanism for the pre- 660

dicted results. We believe that it is essential for our 661

personality predictive model to be used in the right, 662

protected, and secured environment that does not 663

harm the users or reveal their personalities in any 664

way. 665

6 Conclusion 666

This work highlighted the effectiveness of using a 667

multi-task learning approach on top of a pre-trained 668

Electra model for the personality prediction task. 669

We also highlighted the effect of sharing weights 670

between the two popular personality trait tests. 671

Empirical results demonstrate that using shared 672

weights between MBTI and Big5 personality 673

tests outperforms state-of-the-art results for both 674

systems on different metrics. Our results show 675

that both personality systems are correlated. Also, 676

we found that despite the good Big5 regression 677

results of our solution, it seems like our model is 678

incapable of effectively classifying the Big5 traits 679

from the regression values. More weight sharing, 680

contextual information, and prediction heads will 681

be considered in future work as we are curious 682

to know the effect of demographical information 683

such as age, gender, and country on personality 684

detection. 685

686
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A Appendix 788

A.1 Electra model 789

Electra is a new pre-training approach that aims 790

to match or exceed the MLM (Masked Language 791

Modeling) pre-trained model downstream perfor- 792

mance while using significantly less compute re- 793

sources for the pre-training process. 794

Figure 5: Electra Architecture Kevin Clark and Manning
(2020)
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Unlike BERT which heavily relies on the MLM795

approach during the pre-training phase, this model796

uses a new training approach called the replaced797

token detection approach. Figure 5 highlights the798

Electra model architecture. The Electra architec-799

ture combines both a generator and discriminator800

components. The generator will be trained using801

the MLM goal and the discriminator will try to802

predict for each word provided by the generator803

whether it has been replaced or not. Therefore in-804

stead of only knowing the 15% masked words in805

the sentence as BERT does, this model will have806

knowledge of all the tokens within the sentence807

and predict whether it is the original token or the808

replaced one. Having knowledge about all the809

words instead of only 15% of them gives the Electra810

model much more insights about the context within811

a group of words. Moreover, using the discrimina-812

tor as a binary classifier to predict whether the word813

has been replaced or not will help the model gain814

time during the training phase. As binary classifi-815

cation is less computationally expensive compared816

to the word generation task. To effectively train817

this model the authors propose two losses, one for818

the generator LMLM (equation 7), and one for the819

Discriminator LDisc (equation 8).820

LMLM (x, θG) = E(
∑
i∈m

− log pG(xi/x
masked))

(7)821

θG is the generator learning parameters, xi is the822

current token input and xmasked is the replacement823

tokens vector.824

LDisc(x, θD) = E(

n∑
t=1

−1(xcorruptt = xt) log

D(xcorruptt )− 1(xcorruptt ̸= xt) log(1−D(xcorruptt )))

(8)

825

θD defines the discriminator learning parameters, 1826

defines the indicator function and xcorruptt defines827

the replaced token. To train both the generator828

and the discriminator in an END-2-END process829

the authors combined both losses into a single loss830

function (equation 9) with the addition of a new831

penalty term λ for the discriminator loss.832

minθG,θD

∑
x∈X

LMLM (x, θG) + λLDisc(x, θD)

(9)833

Table 4: The models hyperparameters

Hyper-Parameter Value
Epochs number 10
Optimizer Adam optimizer
Learning rate 2e-5
Weight decay 0.01
Activation function LeakyRelu
Dropout degree 0.4
Classification loss (CL) BCE with logits loss
Regression loss (RL) MSE loss
Global loss (CL+RL)/2
Batch size 15
Trainable parameters 13542167

A.2 The training hyperparameters 834

Supplementary Material 835

Datasets supplementary material: 836

837

MyPersonality dataset 838

MBTI Personality Type dataset 839

Big Five personality traits explanation 840

MBTI personality traits explanation 841

Pendora dataset request platform 842

Models card supplementary material: 843

844

OC-EP model card 845

OR-EP model card 846

EWS-EP model card 847

AWS-EP model card 848

AWS-EP model code 849
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Figure 6: OC-EP, OR-EP, EWS-EP, and AWS-EP training performances
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